Visualization of multidimensional spectra in flow cytometry.
Flow data from a cell sorter have been processed by hardwired circuits which include amplification, discrimination, coincidence requirements, peak sensing and holding, A-D conversion, and a computerized pulse height analysis with storage of the spectra obtained. Two dimensional spectra can be stored directly in memory, on tape and disk. Three and four parametric cellular events can be recorded on line during the flow measurement in a sequential mode on tape for subsequent recall. Simple processing of these data can be performed for displaying of two dimensional projections from these multidimensional spaces based on threshold conditions for the remaining parameters. Interfaced transmission of the stored data to a large scale computer enables more sophisticated data analysis. Data reduction by means of a multidimensional probability analysis has been carried out in order to transfer the spectra to a computerized picture system for display. This system creates perspective two-dimensional images from a three-dimensional data space. Frequency can be converted into grey levels. Hard copy in color (color as the third dimension and color intensity as frequency) simplifies the visualization of multiparametric flow data sets.